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Introducing Gina Dunn, Brand Strategist 
and the creative mind behind iGina Brand 

Agency.  With a background in 
microbiology, but a passion for branding - 

especially the creation of remarkable 
brands - Gina takes the time to get to 

know your brand and helps you discover 
all aspects of it.

warm regards,

Gina Dunn

iGina



Making Your Brand Remarkable
Unlocking the potential behind your brand and making it 
more than just a logo.  Gina talks about the character 
behind your brand, and how it influences every part of 
your business.  

Speaker Biography

Introducing Gina Dunn, Brand Strategist and the creative mind behind iGina Brand Agency. With a background in 
microbiology, but a passion for branding - especially the creation of remarkable brands - Gina takes the time to get to know 
your brand and helps you discover all aspects of it.

Encouraging people to first build the strategy behind their brand, before stepping into the world of design is her trademark. 
Gina takes the time to build the foundations of brands through wordcra�ing, finding their archetypes, and even helping find 
the voice of the brand.  A�er all, a truly remarkable brand is one that people talk about when you leave the room - it’s not 
only the logo and the colors. 

Her passion for branding has led her to help define, and redefine more than 50 brands, across 19 industries.  From startups 
to established companies, Gina steps in and helps businesses find their brand.

Her extensive experience in marketing started early on in her career and has led to her being head of marketing for several 
brands, including ones she has helped build.  (needs expansion)

In her spare time, you’ll find Gina hanging at home with her husband, son, and of course, her Chief of Happiness, Chewie, 
the Cavalier King Charles.  A self-confessed car addict, Star Wars freak and Gaming nerd, she also relaxes on her dock with a 
good book. 

Passion, determination and a sense of fun, and an infectious level of energy are found in her workshops.  It’s clear that she 
knows her topics well, and her enthusiasm and drive to help people find and develop their brand further. 

As a speaker, she engages the audience and explains key marketing terminology in ‘everyday’ terms.  For her, it’s about 
getting her message out and making sure that you understand, and feel your brand as deeply as she does.

Contact
gina@igina.net 
+31 06 42483438 /iginamarketing /ginamdunn /ginamdunn/ginadunn
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More Than A Logo
What makes up your brand?  Discover the hidden secrets 
to transforming an acceptable brand, and taking it to an 
exceptional brand that sticks in the mind of your 
customers. 

What’s In A Brand Archetype?
Every Brand has a character - have you met yours?  Your 
Brand Archetype is crucial to the look, the sound and 
even the personality of your brand.  Are you a Lover or a 
Hero?  Take a discovery tour of brand archetypes and 
how they apply to your business.

Rebranding Without Reinventing
Is it time to refresh your brand?  Discover foolproof tips 
and tricks to keep your rebrand simple and easy, and low 
fuss.  Rebranding doesn’t have to be di�icult!
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